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Roger's Ramblings

What a sad time for Christchurch and for those affected, wherever they may be. Our thoughts are certainly with folk there
and in particular with fellow potters, many of whom lost much of their valuable ceramic collections in last September‟s
earthquake.
On a happier note - Congratulations to Mia Hamilton for a very successful exhibition up on Waiheke Island. And
welcome back to Vivian Rodriguez who has been away for six weeks visiting her family over in Costa Rica. Her classes
started last Tuesday 22nd with a full class but as there were insufficient enrolments to have two classes Ivan‟s Monday
classes will not be held this term.
Have you been to The New Dowse lately? If not, try to get there to see Richard Stratton‟s stunning exhibition „Apres Les
Baleines‟: the fruits of eighteen months hard work and a lifetime‟s imagination. Highly recommended.
Wisha McNaught & Rhonda Edwards have generously donated a new photo album to the library. The first series of
photos are those taken by Wisha at last November‟s BBQ/birthday party. I hope we can add to it as a permanent record
of our activities. There is something to be said for having good old fashioned prints you can look at years later without
the need for any electronics.
The small FE kiln (FE1) is out of action with a burned out element. It can be used for bisque firings until the element is
replaced. One of the problems the club faces is the high maintenance and electricity costs associated with firing to
stoneware temperatures, in particular the frequent need to replace damaged/ fused elements. Accordingly the committee
has decided to examine our firing regimes to see what the implications might be of changing club firings to mid-fire
(Cone 6), including what clays we would need to stock as our standard clay. A new range of club glazes would also be
called for. As I say, this is subject to some detailed analysis and we will keep you all fully informed of the results of our
deliberations.
On the question of club firings - see Mia‟s notice regarding unclaimed work that has been fired but NOT PAID FOR.
We have a working Bee planned for Sunday, 27 March - see Jo‟s notice. Please note her call for material stored under
the benches to be named as any unnamed stuff is likely to be recycled or worse!
On the same day we will have a „sale‟ of surplus equipment that will be FREE TO A GOOD HOME:
A 5 cu ft Cobcraft electric kiln (in need of TLC, it sits outside the storeroom)
A couple of Talisman rotary sieves without brushes or sieves(!)
Several easy chairs from the library
Surplus Ceramic/pottery magazines and books
Any of these not taken will go to the recycle depot. If you want them turn up on the 27th.
The photo tent appears to have disappeared. Would the person who borrowed it please return it to the library as others
need it. Thanks.
Happy potting.
Roger
PS. Have a look at this email I received from Gwyn re his current cycle tour of Asia:
‘Thought you may be interested in the tile factory I visited the other day in Sri Lanka. Would have liked to investigate a
bit more, but the guy kept moving me on... Go to this page for pics and a few details of the making and firing process’
http://www.crazyguyonabike.com/doc/page/?o=RrzKj&page_id=179419&v=35
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Potters' diary
Date

Activity

Subject

Saturday 29 January- Sunday
24 April 2011

Crown Lynn Exhibition City Gallery

Saturday 19th March 10am –
4pm at WPA

Glazing application workshop

Ivan Vostinar

Sunday 27 March 2011

Working Bee

Jo Moon

Saturday 14 May to Sunday 5
June 2011

Anagama Firing (and associated
activities)

Alan Ross

Saturday 23 April 2011

Pit Firing

Francesca Costa

Sunday 24 April 2011

Raku Firing

Mike Atkins

Saturday 21 – Sunday 22
May

Mike Dee‟s workshop

Archy Texture

Alan Ross

Friday 17 June 2011 (tbc)

An evening guided tour

Victoria University‟s classical
pottery collection (mostly
Greek)

Vera Burton

NZSP Regional Exhibition
“Elements 11” at Pataka

Mal Sole

16 July – 7 August 2011
Saturday 23 July 2011

Raku Firing

Saturday 20 – Sunday 21
August 2011

Potter-in- Residence
workshop\demonstration

Coordinator/tutor

Mike Atkins

1 – 12 September 2011

(tbc)

Vivian Rodriquez

Ceramicus 2011

Roger Pearce

October 2011

AGM

Saturday 22 October 2011

Raku Firing

Mike Atkins

Saturday 5 November 2011

Pit Firing

Francesca Costa

Sat/Sun 19/20 November

Potter-in- Residence
workshop\demonstration

(tbc)

Mia Hamilton

IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT CLUB FIRINGS

We have an increased number of club firings and it has been creating a heavy workload for the volunteers who load and
unload the kilns. So from 1 January 2011 there will be some changes designed to make the process simpler for them.
The main one that will affect everyone is that you will have to pay for the pots before they are fired. You will be required
to weigh and calculate the cost of firing yourselves and put the money in the safe.
Pots will also not be fired if:
they are not labelled or the label or mark is not legible,
they have not been paid for,
they are bisque pots that are not completely dry,
they are glazed pots that do not have the bottom wiped, or have glaze too thick at the bottom of the pot.
Full instructions will be in the glaze room along with the new firing slips and charges payable.
Please collect your fired work from the kiln room at the club!!!
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We have six shelves of uncollected work – some up to 8 months old!! This old work hinders the smooth running of the
kiln room so … please come and check if any of it is yours and take it away (after paying for it of course).
Any work remaining uncollected as at Valentines‟ Day (14th Feb) will be sent to Death row.
Last chance for death row pots

The fired pots that are on the grey
table upstairs will be sentenced to
death by wheeli bin on Monday
7 March 2011.
This is your last chance to mount a
rescue mission. The firing squad
has been booked!!!!!!
Kind regards, The Kiln Fairy

New members to WPA

A warm welcome to the following members: Karl Fritsch, Joanne Goodwin, Mecki Kuppers-Kantor, Katharine
Taylor. Zoe Margaret Page and Gareth Ratcliffe
Keeping up to date

The WPA runs an online diary. Check this out for the most update information on events. You can also find a number of
resources available there too. Website: http://www.wellingtonpotters.famundo.com.
Newsletter by email?

If you would like to receive the WPA newsletter by email instead of hardcopy please send your email address to Vera at
davee@paradise.net.nz. Receiving the newsletter by email will help the club with economics and the environment. You
will also receive it sooner (and in colour)! Cheers 
Anagama 2011 firing timetable
STEPS

DATES

Receive pots at rooms (Upstairs)

Saturday 14 May 2011

Transport pots to kiln

Sunday 15 May

Load kiln

Tuesday 17 May – Saturday 21 May

Fire kiln

Wednesday 25 –Sunday 29 May

Cool kiln

Monday 30 May – Saturday 4 June

Unload kiln

Sunday 5 June

Paying your Potters' bills by direct credit
For the information of club members those handling the banking of and accounting for firing fees would like to point out
that it says on the bottom of the payment slip "Please pay by placing this half with the money (in a bag provided) in
the safe by the telephone". No other option for payment is mentioned.
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There are good systemic reasons for requiring cash (or cheque) payment. The major reason is that we receive only
monthly bank statements and verification of payment can be tiresome and time consuming for small amounts.
Please assist us by paying in the requested way.
From the Rooms
I hope you've all had the inclination to do some potting while we here in Wellington have been enjoying such fantastic
sparkling weather. On the other hand, strength and love to any of you who have family, friends, or have personally been
affected by the enormity of the Christchurch tragedy. Given such a great upheaval it seems glib to move onto affairs
such as clay but I have a couple of important topics to cover.
I wouId like to remind everyone that there will be a working bee on Sunday, March 27th, from 1 - 4pm to continue to
clear out all unused or excess items in the rooms, particularly under the workbench area in the north-east corner of the
room. That means if you have any equipment you are currently storing at the rooms that is not in your cubicle it will need
to be removed or you will need to attend the working bee to assign some space for your gear. If you can't be at the
working bee and have things that need extra storage then please contact me. Materials and equipment that is not
claimed or clearly labelled will be removed. It really is important that we all take responsibility for our things before this
clean up. The resulting extra space will make room for members to house their recycled clay and for securely storing
their larger long-term projects such as handbuilding work.
If anyone has a vehicle with a tow-bar and/or a trailor for trips to the tip I would be most grateful to hear from you.
Volunteers welcome, as usual food and drinks will be enjoyed afterwards.
APOLOGY
In my haste to get my addition to the February newsletter in on time I omitted the most important, and most obvious,
mention. I completely forgot to thank Rhonda for the success of the Christmas/birthday party. Imagine my
embarrassment when I realised... Ouch, what a shocker. Sorry Rhonda! You truly deserve all credit for making it such a
fun and memorable occasion - organising the food, taking care of details such as flowers, Christmas hats and
tablecloths, (even a Christmas tree!), right down to baking and beautifully icing a birthday cake for Roger. A fantastic
effort. THANK YOU.
Please accept my sincere apology and, will you please still do the next one??!! Grovel, grovel.
From a most humble
Jo Moon
Glaze Application Workshop
Tutor: Ivan Vostinar
Saturday 19th March 10am – 4pm at WPA
Cost is $20 and this includes the firing charge and use of the glazes
This is a practical workshop focusing on improving glaze application. All those who are interested must bring at least six
pieces of stoneware bisque - small, large and weird shapes welcomed. If you have ever found glazing a pain,
frustrating, infuriating or outright depressing then this workshop is for you. Slay those glaze demons or at least give
them a poke.
Glaze basics intro slideshow (pretty pictures and a bit of science)
Preparing the glaze (how to mix up a glaze is covered briefly)
Waxing
Dipping, pouring and spraying
Testing
Sharing of successful Cone 9 glaze recipes
At the end of the day we‟ll load up a big kiln with our glazed work and meet up later in the week to see and discuss the
glaze results.
Please contact Ivan if you want to attend this workshop - ivan@vostinar.com.
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The NZ Affordable Art Trust is currently
seeking artists for this year's show at the TSB
Bank
The New Zealand Affordable Trust, the
charitable body that administers the NZ Art
Show is committed to: promoting New
Zealand artists and helping them access
resources and opportunities to further their
development; and promoting the appreciation
of New Zealand art to the wider public. We
firmly believe that the work we do has been a
significant contributor to New Zealand's arts
community.
If you have any queries relating to the show
please do not hesitate to contact the Trust.

Elaine's Big Trip
In August and September last year I visited the UK and Europe with my husband Dave; one of my favourite
places in the UK was the Yorkshire Sculpture Park at Emley Moor, West Bretton, where you can walk up and
touch sculptures by Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth, plus some of the very latest modern work.

The sculpture park began with a fairly unprepossessing
field which slowly revealed the most incredible Henry
Moore statues all over the place. We strolled through the
“Henry Moore” field and eventually found a path that
wound over a lovely little old stone bridge, and up through
woods – and eventually took us on a 4 kilometre round trip
(something that our map hadn‟t mentioned!).

Henry Moore and friends
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There were some Andy Goldsworthy sculptures here and there throughout the
wood, big old tree trunks inside very large dry stone wall pits and structures –most
unusual.
My favourite sculptures in the
whole park were the amazing
anthropomorphic giant hare
sculptures by Sophie Ryder;
some of them were huge, see
the “Sitting Lady Hare” below;
she was made out of twisted wire, a completely entrancing
thing, I loved her. Apparently the artist has nearly worn her
fingerprints off by twisting wire! She also works in resin,
bronze, steel, ceramic – you name it, she does it!

Our nieces with another Sophie Ryder sculpture

Brother-in-law Alan photographing Sophie Ryder's “Crawling Lady Hare”
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We‟d noticed a chap who seemed to be in
several places that we were, and also seemed
to be taking photos of Dave‟s nieces; I thought
he was a bit dodgy, but he turned out to be
taking photos for the YSP website, and asked if
he could use some of them – and sure enough,
a picture of Dave and the girls is now on their
website (www.ysp.co.uk):

WPA Library Reviews
JOURNALS
These journals are reference only in the Library, and can be borrowed when the next issue arrives.
Ceramic Review, no246, November/December 2010
Chef and Potter Adrienne Baba
Ceramics at Art School 2010
Rebecca May – Balancing Act – Flexible Working
Hanne Rysgaard‟s Functional Pottery Emblazoned with Florals and Spots
Alternative Porcelain Figurines by Shary Boyle
Paul Scott‟s Signature Blue & White Pattern goes to Asia
Saggars in Electric Kilns
Ceramics Monthly, vol.58 no.9, November 2010
Open Door Policy: the Emergence of Studio Tours
Seriously Playful: The Pottery of Matt Jones
Recipes: Glazes Using Local Materials and Crushed Bottle Glass
Rimas VasGirda: A Higher Plane – clean lines and simple abstraction of images
Terri Kern: Depth by 1000 Strokes (underglazes and sgraffito)
Techno File: Effects of Cooling on Glazes. Recipe: Cone 6 Tenmoku Glaze
Ceramics Monthly, vol.58 no.10, December 2010
Hot Coffee and Tea – Making of a Double-Walled Vessel to Keep Liquids Warm
The Function of Storage – Creating Pots that Stack
Considerations for Carving – Planning Ahead
Techno File – Using Soluble Materials – and Recipe for Cone 6 and Cone 10 Shino Glazes
Controlled Slab Rolling
Ceramics Monthly, vol.59 no.1, January 2011
Mariko Isozaki: Sculptor Making a Living from Public Art Works and Architectural Commissions
Paul Day: Suspended Armature System
Wouter Dam: Using Foam Supports for Thin Curved Walls
Expanding Your Palette in Mid-Range Firing
Glaze Recipe: Cone 5 Transparent and Opaque Gloss, Semi-Satin and Satin Matte
Ceramics Monthly, vol.59 no.2, February 2011
Trudy Golley: Durable Lustre Technology
High Alumina ceramic Substrates
Carbon Footprint; Comparing Kilns, and Calculating your Carbon Usage
The Sculpture of Raymond Gonzalez
Monthly Methods: How to Dye Monofilament for Use with ceramic Work
The Journal of Australian Ceramics, vol.49 no.3, November 2010
Architectural ceramics
3000 Tiles, 1 Oven – Marian Marcatili‟s Tile Project
Mosaic – Painting with Tiles
Photographing Your Ceramic Work
The Log Book, no.43, 2010
Steen Kepp – Woodfiring in France, Japan and Sweden
Jen-Peter Planke – Bunzlauer Stoneware
Woodfired Earthenware
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The Log Book, no.44, 2010
Small Kiln, Short, Solo Firing
Janet Mansfield – Diary of a Woodfire Potter
Dramatic Effects in Short Firings
Craft Arts International, no.80, 2010
The Glass of Steffen Dam
John Bedding (Ceramics – earthenware and burnishing)
Lisa Cahill (Kiln-Formed and Cold-Worked Glass)
Jill Fanshaw Kato (Ceramics - Functional Art for the Dining Table)
Barbara Christie (Jewellery)
Marc Grunsett (Kiln-Forming Glass)
Hans Borgonjon (Ceramics – porcelain and Textured clays)
Pottery Making Illustrated, volume 13 no.6, November/December 2010
Tools of the Trade: Underglaze, Oxide, and Glaze Pens [can we get glaze pens in NZ? See
www.minnesotaclayusa.com & www.spectrumglazes.com]
Frits – Solving Solubility
Getting a Handle on Handles
Making a Flower Brick as a Table Centrepiece – in the Form of a Cake!
A Tea Cup and Saucer/Tray/place for a Spoon or Snack [can‟t decide whether this one is very sensible or
quite mad…]
Using Clay Stamps to Make a Bisque Mould
Pottery Making Illustrated, volume 14 no.1, January/February 2011
Tools of the Trade: Making a Textured Mould
Underglaze Stamp Pads (www.minnesotaclayusa.com again)
Using Ceramic Materials and Mixed Media in Surface Decoration
Using Moulds and Casting Slip
Cone 10 Recipes for Casting Slip
Using Metal Tubes to Create Large Ceramic Columns
Elaine Marland
Librarian
20 February 2011
Five days in Fuping
In November last year, I participated in the 3rd International Ceramics Magazine
Editors‟ (ICMEA) Symposium and the 3rd ICMEA International Emerging Ceramic
Artists‟ Competition/Exhibition held 7-12 November 2010. It was both my first time
in China and first time at an international ceramics event.
The Fuping Pottery Art Village (FPAV) is in a town called Fuping in Shaanxi
Province, with the nearest major city, Xi‟an, home to the terracotta warriors. FPAV
is also the site of the FuLe International Ceramic Art Museums [aka FLICAM see
http://www.flicam.com/main_first%20english.html ] a very ambitious project which
was initiated 10 years ago and now reaching completion of the third stage. The
last pavilion was opened during the symposium and now contains the works of 30
ceramic artists from Eastern Europe who had spent the previous month working at
FPAV. Before entering the exhibition I had never heard of Fuping, and
subsequently found out that a group of New Zealand potters had been there for a
month long residency back in 2007 prior to the opening of the Australasian
pavilion. That group included: Peter Lange, John Parker, Richard Parker,
Chris Weaver, Mark Mitchell.

Fuping- symposium opening
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The symposium brought together ceramics magazine editors, artists, academics and others from around the
world, all up around 90 people. There was a very diverse range of presentations, with common themes being the
paucity of critical writing on ceramics and the plight of ceramics education at all levels.
The initial selection of works for the emerging artist exhibition was made via images and by a panel of six
international ceramics magazine editors. To meet the „emerging artist‟ criterion, you had to have been within 8
years of finishing a formal ceramics qualification, and they did check apparently. Selected works were sent to
Fuping for permanent exhibition and final judging by magazine editors in attendance at the symposium. The top
ten artists were awarded a month-long residency at FPAV and the top three also got cash prizes – their works are
now online at www.icmea2004.com . It was great to see the diversity of work going on around the world and to
meet a number of the other emerging artists who also travelled to Fuping, We got the opportunity to give a
somewhat impromptu presentation of our work to the whole group. Given that the issue of lack of critical
comment was raised during the symposium, there was nothing at all in the way of feedback on our work, which
was a little disappointing. The works from the previous two emerging artists‟ exhibitions are also on permanent
display in the Dome Hall, alongside our work. The Dome Hall is open to the sky, and it does rain [and snow] in
Fuping – while the works themselves wouldn‟t get wet, the centre of the space certainly does [it drains to a well].
During the symposium there were numerous trips around to
various places including: the Terracotta Warriors and the
Chen Lu mountain pottery village - both quite some distance
away. The DingZhou kiln site was five minutes down the road
from FPAV and was first excavated in 2008 and according to
the Fuping people may well overturn the current
understanding of the history of Chinese ceramics if their
research holds up. It may seem a bit far-fetched, but then
again, the terracotta warriors were also found relatively
recently in a farmer‟s paddock
The symposium included three days in Jingdezhen and a visit
to San Bao village – I think we just missed Peter Lange and
Duncan Shearer who had both been at San Bao.
The goal of the owners of FPAV is to turn Fuping into an
international ceramics centre, with opportunities for
residencies, exhibitions and other explorations in ceramics.
Though I do wonder how many „centres of the ceramics
universe‟ there can be! The location itself is interesting – with
a nearby “Patriotism Education Centre‟ whose loudspeakers
cranked up at about 6.00am each morning. A feature of the
county was the 24 hour fireworks which must contribute to
the overall abysmal air quality from local industrial activity.
Fuping – exhibition opening

The owners are now embarking on the next stage of their vision – to open high-end ceramics galleries in Beijing,
Shanghai, Melbourne, New York, London and Paris. To that end, they have already purchased a vineyard in the
Yarra Valley as a base for their Australian ventures. While we were there, they opened their first gallery,
DaoArtspace, in Xi‟an with an exhibition of contemporary USA ceramics made by a couple of young guys who
had been working at FPAV – one for seven months (Brian Kakas) and the other for three months (Ryan Mitchell).
The opening ceremony was quite an eye opener – it was the full „rent-a-crowd‟ experience – speeches by local
dignitaries and politicians, lots of TV cameras and other media, and fire works, followed by a banquet.
I think the best thing about the whole trip was seeing what other people are doing, and in particular how those
participating in the various residencies did, or didn‟t, reflect the influence of China in the work they produced.
Some just made the same kind of work that they would have had they been in their own studios, while others
were clearly pushing the local materials and reflecting elements of Chinese history and society in their work.
All up, it was a great experience and a chance to go to places I didn‟t know existed.
Sue Scobie
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WPA Christmas party
We greatly enjoyed the Christmas Party. But the icing on the case was celebrating Roger's birthday. I would like
to congratulate Rhonda Edwards on her superb organisation. The day flowed. It was a lot of fun with all our
potting friends and families. And a big thanks to Alan and Craig – who quietly stood there processing protein as it
was put on the platter. One has to have a man behind the barbeque!
A member
Pit firing: January 2011: The ‘Italian Connection’
A very pleasant day for our first pit firing of
2011. I was joined by Dalia, Carlo and Joe,
and we managed to build the kiln with little fuss,
despite the fact that my Strombolani dialect,
(which has very little practice these days), was
often „lost in translation‟ as my three new amici
spoke the „real‟ Italian language.
No matter, we managed to communicate very
well with a mixture of English and Italian
dialects, plus a few gestures, as we carefully
placed our pottery in the sawdust on the kiln
floor. We then sprinkled the „magic‟ ingredients
around our forms. A big thanks to Maurice,
who was unable to attend, but kindly left large amounts of wood off-cuts for the firing, which we proceeded to
stack on top of the kiln, and then light the flame.
As we waited for the kiln to transform our pottery pieces into works of art,
we brought our offerings to the table, enjoying authentic Italian food, and a
glass or two of very good wine – thanks Dalia and Carlo. I took this
further opportunity to practice my home dialect, and, although some of my
words were understandable, it was clearly time I took Italian lessons.
A very relaxing day, with wonderful results emerging from the pit! This
time, the colours were delicate and soft, with white and pink contrasts
against the white clay. This was different to the last firing, which always
keeps my interest in this firing method. I can‟t want to see what happens
next time. See you in April.
Ciao, Francesca
Crown Lynn: Crockery of Distinction 29 January - 24 April 2011 - exhibition at the City Gallery Wellington.
The iconic New Zealand Crown Lynn dinner sets and other domestic ware - including the retro-chic swan vases - will
feature in the exhibition. We will see the collections of a number of passionate and dedicated collectors, and there will
be associated events, for both adults and children.

As a club we try to keep our fees down while still covering costs.
If for financial reasons you feel excluded, please contact the President.
Articles for March newsletter need to be emailed to Saskia by 25 March 2011
(saskia.hendrikse@buddlefindlay.com)
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Recently returned from Waiheke Island, Mia Hamilton is revelling in the fact that 35,000 (yes thirty five thousand) people have seen
her installation sculpture “French knitting”. This piece formed part of the 2011 “headland Sculpture on the Gulf” exhibition.

First salt firing – Horokiwi January 2011
The Mad Hatters‟ Kiln: Second Firing - The Mad Hatters‟ kiln was fired for the second time over the weekend of 29 – 30
January.
Conceived in 2007 the kiln, variously described as a long-throat,
coffin or train kiln, was based on a design by Sandy Lockwood
which evolved from a design popularised in Australia by Steve
Harrison. Both she and Steve are well known wood firing
exponents. The kiln features a Bourry firebox and a long top
loading chamber incorporating side stoking ports.
First fired in September 2009, this privately owned kiln was built
adjacent to the club‟s anagama kiln in Horokiwi. Those involved
are June and Graeme Houston, Mike Atkins, Mal Sole, Roger
Pearce and me. Fire bricks were purchased from Bob Monroe,
husband of the late Jo Monroe, an accomplished potter. Our main
source of bricks was the former Dunlop tyre factory in Upper Hutt. We were given permission to extract bricks from the
boiler house flue of the factory during its partial demolition – a challenging and exhausting exercise.
Large kiln shelves used to cover the long throat ware chamber were bought from the Temuka Pottery (NZ Insulators) in
the course of three visits to that South Canterbury town.
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The first firing of 21 hours duration achieved some good results but we failed, despite
much energetic stoking, to achieve a target temperature of 1200⁰ C throughout the
kiln particularly at the chimney end. This failure was attributable to a number of
factors including our inexperience, insufficient pre-heating of what was a very damp
kiln, over reliance on pallet timber for other than side stoking, damp pine firewood
and problems related to the design of the firebox which featured hobs onto which the
wood was placed. For those unfamiliar with the Bourry firebox concept, imagine a
hopper in which you stack firewood on bricks protruding from either side of the
chamber – the hobs. As it heats up the wood gradually falls feeding the fire below
creating a large quantity of embers the flames from which are drawn into the long
chamber. The fire was
“controlled” by the use
of primary, secondary
and tertiary air vents. The overriding and most problematic
experience was the searing heat to which stokers were
exposed when loading firewood.
The first firing was arduous and this prompted alterations to
the firebox, including raising the height of the side stoking
port, extending the internal brick wall opposite the side
stoking port to the roof of the chamber and incorporating a
metal grate in the bottom of the firebox to increase the
airflow under the embers. Apart from that repairs were
made to the long throat ware chamber which had splayed at
the chimney end because of horizontal expansion. This
was remedied by creating an expansion joint packed with fibre. Fibre covers, placed on the kiln shelves used to seal the
ware chamber, attached to sheets of corrugated iron also required extensive repairs. In preparing for the second firing
we ensured that the wood had adequate time to dry and was cut to a precise length to fit the hobs.
Loading the kiln for the second firing, a salt firing, took two days and was
cheerfully undertaken by Shige Ohashi who, apart from having a great deal of
loading expertise, neatly fitted inside the narrow kiln. Extensive use was made
of slips prepared by both Mike and Mal. The kiln was preheated overnight for 8
hours using gas, the process being monitored by Graeme. The balance of the
firing was divided in to 6 hour shifts. A team comprising the Mad Hatters
assisted by Mauritz Basson, Mike Turner, Shige Ohashi, Saskia and Paul
Hendrikse, and Murray McGaughran undertook stoking duties some using a
leather blacksmith‟s apron for
added protection. Firing on the
floor of the kiln began at about
8:00 am on Saturday and
continued until 7:45 pm at which
time a good ember bed had
been created. At that point firing
on the hobs began and
continued throughout the course of the firing.
Those fortunate enough to be on site on Saturday afternoon enjoyed a
superb BBQ organised by Paul and Saskia. We savoured the beautifully
charcoal cooked, seasoned beef.
Shift 6 on Sunday from 8:00 am to 2:00 pm saw the introduction of salt
(some 25 kg) and the commencement of side stoking. The salt,
contained in paper envelopes fashioned by Roger, was introduced into
the kiln via a central primary air vent. Some was also introduced using
the side stoking ports. A temperature of nearly 1200ºC at the chimney
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end of the ware chamber was attained at approximately 9.00 am. Sets of visible cones 9, 10, 11 & 12 at the front and
end of the ware chamber and test rings (to gauge glaze formation and the atmosphere) plus a pyrometer enabled
progress to be closely monitored. Additional sets of cones and rings were deployed for examination on opening the kiln.
The kiln was “crash cooled” for 2 hours before being sealed at 12:30 pm.
Two days later at 6:00 pm on Tuesday we eagerly and apprehensively opened the kiln. With the exception of 3 pots at
the front of the kiln which had been dislodged by firewood most pots had survived the firing. The formation of salt glaze
on some pots was excellent while on others it was sparse particularly where they were sheltered from the direct flame or
located near the end of the chamber. The intensity of the colours (blue and brown/gold) when using slips will be
improved in future firings by increasing the cobalt and iron oxide content.
Overall we were elated by the experience and are keen to do it again. A debriefing will follow to learn whatever lessons
can be learned. Steve Harrison in a book about this type of kiln was prompted to call the book “Laid Back Wood Firing”.
Laid back it wasn‟t but a lot of fun it was.
Alan Ross
Pottery classes at the rooms
Mondays 7-9pm – Ivan Vostinar
Basic to intermediate 8 week course $145. Enrol through Onslow College (phone 477 1118, email
commed@onslow.school.nz)
Tuesdays 7-9pm – Vivian Rodriguez
Basic to intermediate 8 week course $145. Enrol through Onslow College (phone 477 1118, email
commed@onslow.school.nz)
Thursdays 7-9pm – Rosemary O’Hara
Throwing and hand building for beginners and beyond. 6 week courses run continuously, next round starting 24
February 2011. $100 per course, plus clay and firing costs. Contact Rosemary to enrol: phone 233 0003, email
roseo@klezmer.co.nz.
Saturdays 9.45-11.45am – Anthea Grob and Rosemary O’Hara
Introductory and intermediate class in hand building and wheel throwing. 6-week courses run continuously. $100 per
course, plus clay and firing costs. Contact Anthea to enrol: anthea@ecofabric.co.nz
Clays for sale at WPA
How to buy clay
New clay is kept under lock and key in the storeroom. The rooms manager, president and treasurer have keys.
Clay is available for purchase on Tuesdays between 10am and 2pm. Please pay immediately. Note that we can’t
give change or receipts.
PCW (Potters Clay White): $36
A versatile, pale grey-firing (grey in reduction)
stoneware body with excellent throwing characteristics.
Suits many all applications (including raku firings
because of a good thermal shock resistance). 80
mesh. Drying shrinkage 5-8%, total when fired about
16%. Firing range: cone 9-10 (1257-1282 degrees
centigrade).

Abbots Stoneware: $22
Traditional buff stoneware.
Abbots Sculptural: $26
Grogged stoneware, suitable for raku or sculptural
work. Low shrinkage. Oatmeal buff colour in
oxidation, brown in reduction. Firing range: cone 8-10.
Abbots Red: $22
Fine, plastic earthenware. Orange terracotta colour at
maturity. 50mesh. Firing range: cone 03-2 (11001150).

W10 (10kg): $23
White clay with a firing range from earthenware to
stoneware (similar to Abbots white). (Members using
this are impressed with its texture for throwing)

Red Raku (12.5kg): $26
Great for hand building. Grog content of about 30%.
Pale terracotta colour. Won‟t take glaze all that well.
Firing range: cone 03-5

Primo white stoneware (10kg): $20
Primo buff stoneware (10kg): $20
Recycled clay: $7 bags
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Who’s Who in the WPA
President
Roger Pearce
970 2113
rojann@paradise.net.nz
Vice President
Mauritz Basson
381 6751

Kilns – Club Firings
Sam Duckor-Jones
s.duckorjones@gmail.com

Kilns – Repairs
Mike Atkins
970 1205
kayne_nz@yahoo.co.nz

Glazes
Stoneware: Ivan Vostinar
ivan@vostinar.com

alross@paradise.net.nz

Newsletter Editor
Saskia Hendrikse

Treasurer
Robyn Connolly
977 8448

saskia.hendrikse@buddlefindlay.com

rob.c@paradise.net.nz

Rooms Manager
Jo Moon
972 1123

kayne_nz@yahoo.co.nz

Pit Firing
Francesca Costa
479 1522
costaf@xtra.co.nz

mauritz.basson@wellingtonzoo.com

Secretary
Alan Ross
566 8922

Raku Matters
Mike Atkins
970 1205

Librarian
Elaine Marland
384 4718

NZP Delegate
Mal Sole
479 4145
jan.mal@xtra.co.nz

DCA Supervisor
Cate Pates
04 478 4433
021 143 7705
clpates@hotmail.com

marland@xtra.co.nz

Email address for the WPA
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com

jomoon@paradise.net.nz

Clubrooms, 130 Grant Road, Thorndon (opposite George Street), PO Box 6686, Te Aro, Wellington 6011
Phone (04) 473 3680, Email wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
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Committee List 2011
Position

Name

Address

Contact
number

Email

President

Roger Pearce

47 Simla Crescent, Khandallah

970 2113
(027 356 4025)

rojann@paradise.net.nz

Vice President

Mauritz Basson

9 Kilgour Way Crofton Downs

381 6751
(021 227 8151)

mauritz.basson@wellingtonzoo.com

Secretary

Alan Ross

58 Viewmont Drive, Harbour View, Lower
Hutt 5010

566 8922

alross@paradise.net.nz

Treasurer

Robyn Connolly

2 Worcester Street, Wilton, Wellington
6012

977 8448

rob.c@paradise.net.nz

Immediate
Past President

Gwyn Williams

gwynwilliams@gmx.com

Committee
Newsletter
editor

Saskia Hendrikse

146 Mulhern Road, Judgeford¸ Porirua
5381

H 238 2779
(021 661 324)

Saskia.Hendrikse@buddlefindlay.com

Librarian

Elaine Marland

91A Webb Street, Wellington

384 4718

marland@xtra.co.nz

Rooms
Manager

Jo Moon

33 Harbour View Road, Northland,
Wellington 6012

972 1133
(021 177 4191)

jomoon@paradise.net.nz

Host

Rhonda Edwards

12 Connaught Terrace, Brooklyn,
Wellington 6021,

389 8751

rhonda_je@yahoo.co.nz

Kilns

Mia Hamilton

19 Freyberg Street, Lyall Bay, Wellington
6022

027 668 6711

mia.hamilton@xtra.co.nz

Grants

Kate Ford

14A Salisbury Garden Court, Cecil Road,
Wadestown, Wellington 6012

473 5356
(021 121 6531)

kate.ford48@gmail.com

DCA
Coordinator

Cate Pates

2 Trilids Lane, Churton Park, Wellington
6037

478 4433

clpates@hotmail.com

Database lists

Vera Burton

20 Motueka Street, Ngaio

938 8207

davee@paradise.net.nz

Kilns & Raku

Mike Atkins

13 Nevay Road, Miramar

970 1205

kayne_nz@yahoo.co.nz

Pit Firings

Francesca Costa

Flat 7, 35 Ganges Rd, Khandallah

479 1522
(027 678 6006)

costaf@xtra.co.nz

Glazes

Rosemary O‟Hara

8 Reserve Road, Plimmerton 5026

233 0003

roseo@klezmer.co.nz

NZP Delegate

Mal Sole

46 Silverstream Rd, Crofton Downs,
Wellington

479 4145

jan.mal@xtra.co.nz

Co-opted
Members
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